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One of the Ensemble's project aims is maximizing the exploitation of the results by
linking the outputs of the ensemble prediction system to a range of applications,
including agriculture, health, food security, energy, water resources, insurance and
weather risk management. In order to accomplish this task, both dynamical and
statistical downscaling techniques will be developed by several partners of the project.
In this document we present the work done by The National Institute of Meteorology
of Spain (INM, partner 44) in collaboration with University of Cantabria (UC, partner
62) to provide user-friendly access through the Web to some of these statistical
downscaling techniques developed in RT2B.
Statistical downscaling techniques link model outputs to observations providing a
projection operator. This operator is trained with reanalysis data (from ERA40) and is
later applied to outputs of seasonal-to-decadal and climate change simulations. The
following schema illustrates the components of the application. GCM forecasts
(seasonal to decadal and climatic change, from RT2A and RT3) will be downscaled to
local stations (or uniform observation grids) from end-users (RT6) using any of the
available downscaling algorithms (RT2B). All this process will be performed from a
web browser following three steps: where (region where downscaling will be
performed), what (variable to be downscaled), and how (GCM output and
downscaling method to be used).

The first prototype of the statistical downscaling web application is available here:
http://www.meteo.unican.es/ensembles
The current features are:
•
•
•
•

Observations in a 0.5 by 0.5 grid over Europe provided by JRC (predictands).
ERA40 reanalysis fields over Europe (predictors).
DEMETER seasonal to decadal outputs from UKMO, MPI, ECMWF models
for 1997-1998 (ouputs from models for downscaling).
The current downscaling method implemented in the application is an analog
method described in: A.S. Cofiño, J.M. Gutiérrez, and R. Cano “Analysis and
downscaling multi-model seasonal forecasts in Perú using self-organizing
maps”, Tellus A, 57, 435-447 (2005).

